Activation of the alternative complement pathway by red blood cells from patients with sickle cell disease.
Increased activation of the alternative pathway of complement in serum from sickle cell disease (SCD) patients has been reported. We now show that this selective activation is not an artifact of clotting by measuring increased plasma concentrations of Bb in sickle cell patients compared to controls. Furthermore, we show that red blood cells (RBC) from SCD patients activate the alternative complement pathway more than control RBC in an in vitro system. RBC were incubated in 50% normal human serum chelated with 3.5 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM EGTA to block activation by the classical pathway, but allow alternative pathway activation. SCD RBC yielded significantly more activation, as measured by an EIA for C3, P complexes, than control RBC. Denser SCD RBC produced more activation than control RBC, unfractionated SCD RBC, and less dense SCD RBC. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that dense irreversibly sickled cells, or membrane spicules or vesicles derived from them, may result in complement activation.